Tyler Perry, an American actor, producer, and director, known for creating Madea, a tough elderly woman, is shown in this photo with a pink suit created for *Madea's Witness Protection* (2012). Sirians have blown up my body and my attackers (as well as accessories; *both men and women*) will have blown up body parts due to my Prayer requests. God is willing to wipe out any debt the Greys, Major & Minor Races’ have accumulated (e.g. Ashtar Command) if they are willing to forcefully block remaining Sitians from re-cloning. This would involve an arrest (with weapons) and a move to a camp. This may provide the Greys, Major and Minor Races with some degree of closure. Approximately 5% of Earth’s Sirians are re-cloning. They need to say Prayers as Prayers block cloning (and launch them on their Ascension Path). *Any races members* who wish to assist can dowse and ask “Is there anything I can do?” Spreading this news would be considered to be a contribution.